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Planning Delivery Committee 
 

Wednesday, 20 June 2012                                   7.30pm 
 
 
Present: 
 
Cllr Lee Croxton (Chair) 
Cllr Valerie Ashenden (Vice-Chair) 
 
Cllrs: Jane Cribbon 

Harold Craske 
Rosemary Leadley 
Peter Rayner 
Caroline Shelton 
Michael Snelling 
Robin Theobald 
Derek Shelbrooke 
 

Co-optees: Nigel Allen 
 Claire Brown 
 Steve Ross 
 
Tony Chadwick Principal Planner 
Wendy Lane Principal Planner (Policy) 
Sue Lord Service Manager (Regeneration and Policy) 
Ravy Sarin-Busbridge Committee & Scrutiny Assistant 
Chris Lamb Kent Architecture Centre 
 
 
28. Apologies  
 
Apologies were received from Cllr Michael Wenban who is substituted by Cllr Derek 
Shelbrooke and Cllr Lee Croxton who will be arriving late to Chair the meeting. 
 
29. Minutes  
 
The Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday, 28 March 2012 were signed by the Chair. 
 
30. Declarations of Interest  
 
No declarations of interest were made. 
 
Note: Cllr Valerie Ashenden began the meeting as Chair. 
 
31. Presentation by Kent Architecture Centre  
 
A presentation is presented to the Committee by Chris Lamb from the Kent Architecture 
Centre (copy attached).  The presentation summarised the background of the Kent 
Architecture Centre and its key areas of work connected to the enhancement of design 
quality, community enabling, Member assistance and Local Design Panels.  
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The Committee and Chair thanked Chris Lamb for his interesting presentation.  Members 
agreed that an independent review is very welcomed from the Members.  Cllr Croxton 
suggested that an informal meeting be arranged with him, Cllr Theobald, Cllr Ashenden and 
The Kent Architecture Centre, which Chris Lamb was happy to do. 
 
32. Presentation - Duty to Co-operate  
 
The Principal Planning Officers made a presentation to Committee regarding the new ‘duty 
to cooperate’ introduced as part of the Localism Act, Section 110, which imposes on 
Planning Authorities a code of conduct and the requirements the policy imposes (copy 
attached). 
 
The new ‘duty to co-operate’ summarised as follows:- 
 

• where there is a sustainable development or use of land, which would pose a 
significant impact on at least two local planning areas or on a planning area that falls 
within the remit of a County Council; 

 
• requires Councils to set out planning policies to address such issues; 

 
• requires Councils and public bodies to engage constructively and on an on-going 
basis to develop strategic policies; and 

 
• requires Councils to consider joint approaches to plan making. 

 
Members raised concerns that the frequent policy and criteria changes, and goal movement 
is making strategy development difficult and wondered whether a dedicated body should be 
set up or an existing body modified to tackle and deal with these cross-boundary issues.  
The Principal Planning Officer advised that at the moment there is no intention, so far as she 
is aware, to create a regional or sub-regional forum for discussion of planning issues. 
 
Delays have been caused by the need for additional evidence following dwelling requirement 
recommendations at Cabinet in February.  The Committee agreed that the best way forward 
is to drive the Core Strategy through as quickly as possible with a publication stage 
consultation this year and adoption as soon as possible in 2013.  The Principal Planning 
Officer advised that regular portfolio meetings are being held as well as the use of other 
mechanisms in place, and so long as the plan is clearly evidence driven, this should ease 
our way through the process. 
 
The Committee thanked the planning team for their presentation. 
 
33. Retail Study and Policy approach  
 
The Principal Planners presented to the Committee an update on the retail study and 
resulting policy changes prior to public consultation. 
 
The report is a technical report and it is being used to inform retail and town centre policy 
development for the Core Strategy in conjunction the other studies and the representation 
received to previous consultation stages.  One of the main issues that came out of last 
year’s consultation was that a few consultees were concerned about the projected vision and 
approach of Gravesend Town Centre.  Any feedback to this limited consultation will enable 
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Members to fully understand all the issues being raised by the evidence and representors 
before the submission stage document is published in the Autumn with the Council’s retail 
and town centre policy.   
 
The report is set out as follows:- 
 

• current national planning policy base; 
• implications of the retail study update; 
• scale of town centre uses to be accommodated; 
• options for accommodating development; 
• representations received during the last consultation; 
• responses to those representations; 
• outline of the consequences for policy. 

 
Discussion was raised regarding internet buying – the report suggests that current figures 
are at 20 per cent, it was wondered if figures were higher.  The Principal Planning Officer 
advised that the report sets out that at some point the 20 per cent figure would flatline due to 
the nature of internet buying.  With that in mind, Members discussed that Gravesend Town 
Centre could look at the direction of providing the day out experience for shoppers and a 
reason to visit Gravesend. 
 
Members discussed whether a similar study would be done for office space – currently there 
is a requirement for small space office space, simply for the close link of the Ebbsfleet 
network. 

 
The Committee considered the retail study report and it was agreed that public consultation 
would go ahead.  The recommendations were noted and agreed by the Committee. 
 
34. Performance Update - Quarter Four 2011/12 (January 2012 to March 

2012)  
 
The Committee considered the Performance Update, Quarter Four 2011/12 report on the 
progress made by the Council in delivering the Areas of Focus and Measures of 
Accountability as set out in the corporate business plan 2011/15. 
 
The following areas of improvement/good performance:- 
 
CBP 14 – Affordable Homes 
In accordance with the procedure for collation of data for CBP 14, a total of 142 new build 
homes were delivered during 2011/12 which included 30 delivered in quarter four.  For the 
reporting of affordable housing provision based upon Housing Association handovers 
however, a total of 151 new build homes were delivered during this time.  This figure 
includes 90 units of general needs housing for social rent, shared ownership and 
intermediate rent comprising of:- 
 
20 X 1Bed units 
32 X 2Bed units 
30 X3Bed units and 8 X4Bed units. 
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In addition, 56 X 1bed and 2bed units for Extra Care were delivered during this financial year 
with a further five bungalows for people with specialist housing requirements being delivered 
by the Council. 
 
CBP 29 – Town Centre Footfall 
Footfall in the town centre is affected by a range of factors, including consumer confidence 
and weather.  A range of events and promotion in the town centre has helped towards 
achieving recorded average footfall levels of 186,354, over 1,400 above the set target for the 
year. 
 
Potential areas for review:- 
 
CBP 13 – Net Additional Homes 
Data for CBP13 is currently comprised of Building Control returns and a site visit for 
Springhead (also known as Penn Green, Springhead Park, and Ebbsfleet).  This data is 
subject to additional data quality checks and site visits undertaken as part of the annual 
monitoring report. 
 
Whilst 81 completions occurred at Christian Fields Phase 2 during the monitoring period, a 
net loss of 11 dwellings has been recorded for this site due to the need to take into account 
92 demolitions that occurred during the monitoring period , these being Royal Clarendon 
Hotel (50 dwellings), Watling Court (56 extra care dwellings) and Springhead (55 dwellings). 
 
CBP 28 – Unemployment Rate 
The resident rate of unemployment increased in the final quarter of 2011/12 to reach an 
annual peak of 4.7 per cent.  This rise mirrors what is happening in the rest of the country. 
 
 Close of meeting  
 
The meeting ended at 9.30 pm. 
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3 topics
• About us

• The National Planning Policy Framework

– Engaging communities in planning

– Policy and plan making support

– Development control support

• Local Design Review for Gravesham 

Kent Architecture Centre
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About us
• 18 years promoting and fostering quality places

• Based in North Kent, now working across the South-east

• Not for profit organisation – operating in the space between 
communities, Local Authorities and the development sectorcommunities, Local Authorities and the development sector

• A valued partner for national and local organisations in all sectors

• Part of the solution, not part of the problem in the context of 
Localism, the NPPF and the need for growth and development

Kent Architecture Centre
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What we do & how we do it

• A small programme team, complemented by a substantial  ‘network’ 
of  the highest expertise - made available locally

• Agile and expert, the model is that of a small, skilled ‘diagnostic’ and 
client management team, complemented by a ‘network’ of  the 
highest quality of expertise made available locallyhighest quality of expertise made available locally

• Channelled into two objectives – cementing our role as the voice of 
design – an advisory body available to all – and as an organisation 
that promotes and fosters high quality places

• Distributed through the south-east, based in North Kent

Kent Architecture Centre
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National Planning Policy 
Framework
Promoting healthy communitiesPromoting healthy communities

Kent Architecture Centre
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Communities

• Engagement in plan making and the development of a shared vision

• Involvement in development of Local Plans and in planning 
decisions

• Facilitate neighbourhood planning

Kent Architecture Centre
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National Planning Policy 
Framework
Requiring good design Requiring good design 
Local and Neighbourhood Plans

Kent Architecture Centre
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Local & neighbourhood plans

• Track record of supporting Gravesham Borough Council

• Working with Local Planning Authorities on the development of 
Policies

• NPPF recognises the need for planning policy to set out the 
standard of design quality required

• Particularly relevant in the context of the historic environment

Kent Architecture Centre
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National Planning Policy 
Framework
Requiring good designRequiring good design
Local Design Review arrangements

Kent Architecture Centre
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Why design review?

• It works, some local examples
– Lodge Hill
– Medway 

• Because it is 
– independent – a valued ‘critical friend’
– timely – NPPF stresses early dialogue between a development 

team & proven and respected specialists
– advisory - informal meeting and constructive feedback
– expert

Kent Architecture Centre
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How design review works

1. The right 5 panel members convened for the day

2. Understanding the site critical – thorough site visit

3. Listening - Input from Gravesham Council and a short presentation

4. Dialogue – discussion, debate and summing up

5. Record – written report

Kent Architecture Centre
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Who is involved on the day
• The development team including - development manager and the 

consultant team 

• One panel chair

• Four panel members• Four panel members

• Gravesham Council Members and Officers

• Managed and facilitated by two of the Kent Architecture Centre team

Kent Architecture Centre
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Value to you
• Mitigation of risk and access to expert viewpoint

• 87% of people recognise that design quality improves quality of life, 
Design Review raises design quality

• Review contributes to a strong foundation for development - providing • Review contributes to a strong foundation for development - providing 
greater clarity and consistency for applicants

• Part of the planning process in the NPPF

Kent Architecture Centre
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Value to applicants

• Mitigation of risk – clarity and consistency in the planning system

• Opinion of an independent objective, respected authority delivered 
through constructive dialogue

• Valued by
– Berkeley Homes
– Land Securities
– The Creative Foundation
– Urban Splash

Kent Architecture Centre
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Feedback on design review

Urban Splash, Berkeley Homes, Land Securities

‘We found the design review process extremely valuable. The 
discussion and critique of the scheme was of a very high quality and 
conducted in a robust, knowledgeable and constructive way. We 
especially valued the generous time afforded by the schedule which 
allowed us to explain and explore the key issues carefully and 
thoroughly without any sense of rushing through or glossing over 
important points.’ 
Mark Latham, Development Manager, Urban Splash

90% of applicants are willing to pay for design review

Kent Architecture Centre
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South East Design Panel 
10 years 400 projects

Kent Architecture Centre
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South East bases
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South east Design Panel & 
Gravesham

Kent Architecture Centre
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Our model

• Pairs national and international expertise of SEDP with 
local - Gravesham - knowledge and experience

• Costs can be charged back to developers through pre-
application charges or other mechanismsapplication charges or other mechanisms

• Based on our Ashford Design Panel, highly valued by 
Members

Kent Architecture Centre
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Why a Panel for Gravesham?

• Review works best when applied over key stages of a 
project

• Review works best when it becomes a part of your 
processes – you know the Panel members and they know processes – you know the Panel members and they know 
you

• But, it needs to remain independent and expert to be 
objective and to retain its value

Kent Architecture Centre
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Conclusion

• Communities involved constructively in the planning process

• Requirements for design quality set out in policies and Local Plan

• Reinforced through Local Design Review

The right environment for design quality and development

Kent Architecture Centre
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Chris Lamb
01634 401166
chris.lamb@architecturecentre.orgchris.lamb@architecturecentre.org

Kent Architecture Centre
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Duty to Co-operate

Tony Chadwick
&

Wendy Lane

Principal Planning 
Officers
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Section 110 Localism Act 2011

• Imposes on Planning Authorities (and 
others) a ‘duty to co-operate’

• Must be ‘to engage constructively, actively 
on an ongoing basis’

• About the preparation of development plan 
and other local development documentsand other local development documents

• ‘so far as related to a strategic matter’

P
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National Planning Policy 
Framework
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Strategic Matters

• Development or use of land that has or would 
have a significant impact on at least two 
planning areas

• Specifically in connection with infrastructure that • Specifically in connection with infrastructure that 
would have a significant impact on at least two 
planning areas

• Includes KCC as Minerals and Waste authority
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Topics that might be covered

• Housing numbers
• Gypsy and travellers pitches
• Employment numbers
• Retail• Retail
• Infrastructure

– transport 
– water supply
– waste
– flood defences

• Major community infrastructure
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What used to happen?

• Originally had
– Regional Guidance (RPG9 & 

RPG9a)
– County Structure Plan (Kent  & – County Structure Plan (Kent  & 

Medway Structure Plan)

• Regional Plan (SEERA)
– South East Plan
– Included Regional Transport 

Strategy
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In practical terms

• Common information base produced by KCC or 
SEERA

• Discussions at office and political level –
reference can be made to existing arrangements 
for preparation of regional strategies etc

• Emergence of a general consensus on most 
issues

• Disagreements sorted out at Public 
Examinations
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City of York Core Strategy
Inspectors question April 2012

• “Document CD23…. does not 
address the relevant 
questions about the ‘local’ 
strategic impact of the Core 
Strategy itself on its Strategy itself on its 
immediate neighbours in 
terms of allocations, policy 
implications, and its 
infrastructure and 
infrastructure requirements –
or vice versa”
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What does this all mean?

• Not about simple consultation
• Needs real engagement – e.g. common 

information base and/or plan documents at 
officer and political level

• About process as well as issues
• Co-operation does not mean agreement – but • Co-operation does not mean agreement – but 

must try and be able to show it
• Not just about neighbouring planning authorities
• Core Strategy can be declared unsound if not 

met
• Cannot be undertaken retrospectively and so 

needs to be demonstrated at submission
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Blessing of Kent Thames 
Gateway

• Thames Gateway – clear and agreed strategy with joint-
working and studies inc.

– Thames Gateway Delivery Plan (+ Parklands)
– RPG9a
– RPG9
– Structure Plans– Structure Plans
– SE Plan (also checking to see where expectation of co-operation 

in policy) + Regional Transport Strategy
– LAA, MAA
– Kent Thameside regeneration framework 

• Still growth but focus on jobs
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Give and take
• The key issue is:

– Has the Council approached any other council to 
request that it accommodates a portion of the 
Borough’s identified housing or other needs?

– Has the Council been approached by any other 
council requesting that it accommodates a portion of council requesting that it accommodates a portion of 
that Borough’s identified needs?

• If not, why not if there are unmet needs?
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North Kent and KCC issues

• All North Kent districts and KCC
– Gypsy and traveller 

• New GTAA including local connection
• Joint plan to consider provision and re-distribution

– Habitat Regulation Assessment
– Green Grid connectivity– Green Grid connectivity
– Assumption in SE Plan – redistribution of housing to 

Kent Thameside
• In managing the supply of land for housing and in 

determining planning applications, local planning authorities 
should work collaboratively to facilitate the delivery of the 
following level of net additional dwellings in the sub-region 
(KTG4 + H1)
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Authority specific issues 
(example)

• Kent CC
– Minerals and waste including wharfage protection
– Infrastructure provision including transport

• Medway Council• Medway Council
– Lodge Hill and junction 1 M2

• Dartford BC
– Implications of the reduced housing on transport 

infrastructure esp. funding
– Site specific: Ebbsfleet and Swanscombe Peninsula
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Statutory authorities (example)

• Environment Agency
– Flood risk / TE2100
– Water demand management / water efficiency

• EA previouslyadvised that Gravesham receives the least 
amount of rainfall in Kent and the lowest in the countryamount of rainfall in Kent and the lowest in the country

– Need to consider waste more explicitly whilst 
recognising some waste matters will be covered by 
the County

– Green Infrastructure
– Site specific issues - Land at Ebbsfleet, Swanscombe 

Peninsula, Land at Northfleet Embankment (East and 
West) and Canal Basin
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Any questions?
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